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Abstract. In this paper, we present self-avoiding walks as a novel tech-

nique to \linearize" a triangular mesh. Unlike space- lling curves which
are based on a geometric embedding, our algorithm is combinatorial since
it uses the mesh connectivity only. We also show how the concept can
be easily modi ed for adaptive grids that are generated in a hierarchical
manner based on a set of simple rules, and made amenable for ecient
parallelization. The proposed approach should be very useful in the runtime partitioning and load balancing of adaptive unstructured grids.

1 Introduction
Advances in adaptive software and methodology notwithstanding, parallel computational strategies will be an essential ingredient in solving complex, real-life
problems. However, parallel computers are easily programmed with regular data
structures; so the development of ecient parallel adaptive algorithms for unstructured grids poses a serious challenge. An ecient parallelization of these unstructured adaptive methods is rather dicult, primarily due to the load imbalance created by the dynamically-changing nonuniform grid and the irregular data
access pattern. Nonetheless, it is generally believed that unstructured adaptivegrid techniques will constitute a signi cant fraction of future high-performance
supercomputing. Mesh adaptation and dynamic load balancing must therefore
be accomplished rapidly and eciently, so as not to cause a signi cant overhead
to the numerical simulation.
Serialization techniques play an important role when using a nite element
method (FEM) over adaptive unstructured grids. A numbering of the unknowns
allows for a matrix-vector notation of the underlying algebraic equations. Special
numbering techniques (Cuthill-McKee, frontal methods) have been developed to
optimize memory usage and locality of the algorithms. In addition, the runtime
support for decomposing dynamic adaptive grids is often based on a linear representation of the grid hierarchy in the form of a space- lling curve . Several
researchers have demonstrated the successful application of techniques based on

space- lling curves to N-body simulations, graph partitioning, and other graphrelated problems [4, 6{9].
The general idea of a space- lling curve is a serialization (or linearization) of
visiting points in a higher-dimensional space. A standard method for the construction is to embed the object under study into a regular environment (where
the standard space- lling curves live). However, this approach introduces an arti cial structure in that the entire construction depends on the embedding. Furthermore, this type of a linear representation ignores the combinatorial structure
of the mesh which drives the formulation of operators between the nite element
spaces. The question arises whether one could reduce the di erent requirements
for a serialization in an adaptive FEM over unstructured grids to a common
denominator.
In this paper, we present a new approach to constructing a self-avoiding
walk through a triangular mesh. Unlike space- lling curves which are based on a
geometric embedding, our algorithm is combinatorial since it uses the mesh connectivity only. We also show how the concept can be easily modi ed for adaptive
grids (that are generated in a hierarchical manner based on a set of simple rules)
and made amenable for ecient parallelization (using a novel indexing scheme).

2 Self-Avoiding Walks
A self-avoiding walk (SAW) over an arbitrary unstructured two-dimensional
mesh M is an enumeration of all the triangles of M such that two successive triangles share an edge or a vertex. Note that a SAW visits each triangle
exactly once, entering it over an edge or a vertex, and exiting over another edge
or vertex. In the cases where the SAW jumps over vertices, we imply that the
triangles following one another in the enumeration do not share an edge. As
simple examples show, the requirement that triangles following one another in
a SAW must share an edge is too strong. In general, SAWs do not exist under
such conditions (see Fig. 1 for a simple example where jumping over a vertex is
necessary to visit every triangle). It is important to note that a SAW is not a
Hamiltonian path.
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Fig. 1. A simple example that shows the
need for SAWs to jump over vertices

Fig. 2. An example of a PSAW over a
triangular mesh

SAWs can be used to improve the parallel eciency of several irregular algorithms, in particular issues related to locality and load balancing. However,
we need special classes of SAWs that will facilitate dynamic load balancing with
good locality in terms of runtime memory access and interprocessor communication. We thus consider a special class of SAWs called proper self-avoiding walks
(PSAW) where jumping twice over the same vertex is forbidden (see Fig. 2 for
an example).

2.1 De nitions

Let us rst x some notation. For a SAW ! over a triangular mesh M, we denote
the i-th triangle in ! by !(i) and the length of ! by #!. Note that #! is also
the number of triangles in M. Formally, the properness of a SAW can be stated
as follows:
De nition 1. A self-avoiding walk (SAW) ! is called proper ()def
!(i , 1) \ !(i) 6= !(i) \ !(i + 1)

8i 2 f2; : : : ; #! , 1g:
(1)
If two triangles t1 ; t2 share an edge, we write t1 j t2 . If !(i) j !(i + 1), we
write !(i) ` !(i + 1) to indicate that ! enters !(i + 1) from !(i) over an edge. If
!(i) - !(i + 1), we write !(i) y !(i + 1) to indicate that ! jumps into !(i + 1)
from !(i) over a vertex.

In the following, we make use of two technical results.
Lemma 1. Let t; t1; t2; t3 be triangles in a mesh M and
ti j t

Then, either

8i 2 f1; 2; 3g:

t1 \ t2 \ t3 = ;

(2)
(3)

or M is isomorphic to a tetrahedron. ut
Note that if two triangles in a mesh share two vertices, they must share the
corresponding edge.
Lemma 2. Let M be a triangular mesh. Then, there exists a triangle  in M
such that M, , the complex obtained by removing  from M, is still a triangular
mesh. ut

2.2 Existence of Proper Self-Avoiding Walks

We can prove that a PSAW exists for any arbitrary triangular mesh M. The
proof is inductive over the number of triangles in the mesh and extends an
existing PSAW over to a larger mesh.
Proposition 1. There exists a proper self-avoiding walk (PSAW) for an arbitrary triangular mesh M.

Proof. Assume that PSAWs exist for meshes with n triangles. Let M be a mesh
with n + 1 triangles.
Let  be a triangle in M such that M ,  , the mesh consisting of all the
triangles in M except  , is a mesh (see Lemma 2). This mesh has n triangles
and hence, by our induction assumption, a PSAW !M, exists for M ,  . We
show that !M, can be extended to another PSAW !M for M. We call !M a
proper extension of !M, .
Let t be an triangle of M ,  sharing an edge with  (i.e. t j  holds). For
an appropriate i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, there holds
t = !M, (i):

(4)

The discussion can be split up naturally into four cases, depending on whether

!M, enters t through an edge or a vertex and leaves through an edge or a

vertex, respectively.
We omit the subscript M ,  from !M, in the following for the sake of
clarity. Also, if we do not know whether the transition from !(i) to !(i +1) goes
over an edge or a vertex, we write !(i) ! !(i + 1).
In the gures below, parts of !M, are drawn as solid lines whereas the
modi cations leading to !M are drawn as dashed lines. Triangles are indexed
by their position in the walk (e.g. !(i) is denoted by i).
Case I: !(i , 1) ` !(i) ` !(i + 1)
Figure 3 illustrates the modi cations necessary if !M, enters and leaves t
through edges.
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Fig. 3. Walk entering and exiting the triangle adjacent to  via edges
 If !(i , 1) \  6= !(i , 2) \ !(i , 1), then !(i , 1) !  ` !(i) is a proper
extension of ! (Fig. 3(a)).

 If !(i , 1) \  = !(i , 2) \ !(i , 1), then !(i , 2) !(i , 1).
, If !(i + 1) \  6= !(i + 1) \ !(i + 2), then !(i) `  ! !(i + 1) is a proper
y

extension of ! (Fig. 3(b)).

, If !(i + 1) \  = !(i + 1) \ !(i + 2), then !(i + 1) !(i + 2).
 If !(i , 1) \ !(i + 1) =
6 !(i + 1) \ !(i + 2), then !(i , 2) !  ` !(i) `
!(i , 1) ! !(i + 1) is a proper extension of ! (Fig. 3(c)).
y

 Let !(i , 1) \ !(i + 1) = !(i + 1) \ !(i + 2). According to Lemma 1,
either M is tetrahedral or !(i , 1) \ !(i + 1) \  = ;. If M is

tetrahedral, there is nothing to prove. For the other case, we have
; = !(i , 1) \ !(i +1) \  = !(i +1) \ !(i +2) \  = !(i +1) \  = !(i +
1) \ !(i + 2). This is contradicts our assumption !(i + 1) !(i + 2)
which means !(i+1)\!(i+2) 6= ;. Therefore, if M is not tetrahedral,
the case !(i , 1) \ !(i + 1) = !(i + 1) \ !(i + 2) is not possible.
y

Case II: !(i , 1) ` !(i) y !(i + 1)
Figure 4 illustrates the modi cations necessary if !M, enters t through an
edge and leaves it through a vertex.
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Fig. 4. Walk entering the triangle adjacent to  via an edge and exiting via a vertex
 If !(i) \ !(i + 1)  !(i) \  , then !(i) `  ! !(i + 1) is a proper extension
of ! (Fig. 4(a)).
 Suppose !(i) \ !(i + 1) 2= !(i) \  . (Note that !(i) \ !(i + 1) de nitely
consists of a single vertex!)
, If !(i , 1) \  =
6 !(i , 2) \ !(i , 1), then !(i , 1) !  ` !(i) is a proper
extension of ! (Fig. 4(b)).
, If !(i , 1) \  = !(i , 2) \ !(i , 1), then !(i , 2) !(i , 1). In that
case, !(i , 2) !  ` !(i) ` !(i , 1) ! !(i + 1) is a proper extension of
y

! (Fig. 4(c)).

Case III: !(i , 1) y !(i) ` !(i + 1)
Figure 5 illustrates the modi cations necessary if !M, enters t through a
vertex and leaves it through an edge.
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Fig. 5. Walk entering the triangle adjacent to  via a vertex and exiting via an edge

 If !(i , 1) \ !(i)  !(i) \  , then !(i , 1) !  ` !(i) is a proper extension
of ! (Fig. 5(a)).

 Suppose !(i , 1) \ !(i) 2= !(i) \  .
, If !(i + 1) \  6= !(i + 1) \ !(i + 2), then !(i) `  ! !(i + 1) is a proper
extension of ! (Fig. 5(b)).

, If !(i + 1) \  = !(i + 1) \ !(i + 2), then !(i + 1) !(i + 2). In that
case, !(i , 1) ! !(i + 1) ` !(i) `  ! !(i + 2) is a proper extension of
y

! (Fig. 5(c)).

Case IV: !(i , 1) y !(i) y !(i + 1)
Figure 6 illustrates the modi cations necessary if !M, enters and leaves t
through vertices.
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Fig. 6. Walk entering and exiting the triangle adjacent to  via vertices
 If !(i , 1) \ !(i)  !(i) \  , then !(i , 1) !  ` !(i) is a proper extension
of ! (Fig. 6(a)).

 If !(i , 1) \ !(i) 2= !(i) \  , then !(i) `  ! !(i + 1) is a proper extension
of ! (Fig. 6(b)).

Since we have been able to properly extend !M, in all cases, our proposition
is proved. ut
A closer look at the proof of Proposition 1 and an auxiliary construction
allow us to prove the following stronger result:

Proposition 2. Let M a triangular mesh and t1; t2 2 M be two arbitrary triangles. Then, there exists a proper self-avoiding walk (PSAW) ! with !(1) = t1
and !(#M) = t2 . ut
The proof of Proposition 1 actually provides a set of elementary rules which
can be used to construct a PSAW: starting from any random triangle of M,
choose new triangles sharing an edge with the current submesh and extend the
existing PSAW over the new triangle. In the process of deriving the existence of
PSAWs, a natural mathematical framework emerges which can be easily adapted
for other special classes of SAWs.
The complexity of this algorithm is O(n log n), where n is the number of
triangles in the mesh. This complexity is obtained as follows. Since the triangles

are organized in a red-black tree, a search requires O(log n) time (the edgetriangle incidence relation can also be organized in a red-black tree). Since a
search has to be performed for each triangle in the mesh, the overall complexity
of our algorithm is O(n log n).
We have implemented a sequential algorithm for the generation of a PSAW
using the set and map containers from the C++ Standard Template Library.
Both containers are implemented with red-black trees; however, one may also
think about an implementation using hash tables. The results presented in Tables 1 and 2 were obtained for some sample meshes on a 110 MHz microSPARC II
using GNU's g++ compiler (version 2.7.2.3) with the -O ag. Note that the times
in the tables below include the setup time for the mesh and the edge-triangle
incidence structure.

Table 1. Runtimes for various
mesh sizes

Triangles
2048
4096
8192
16384
32768
65536
131072

Edges
3136
6240
12416
24768
49408
98688
197120

Time (s)
0.30
0.57
1.31
2.71
5.54
11.82
24.07

Table 2. Runtimes for various triangle/edge
ratios

Triangles
65536
65536
65536
65536
65536
65536
65536
65536

Edges
131073
114690
106500
102408
100368
99360
98880
98688

Ratio
0.500
0.571
0.615
0.640
0.653
0.660
0.663
0.664

Time (s)
12.85
12.27
12.21
12.15
12.13
12.02
11.99
11.82

The results in Table 1 indicate the dependence of the runtime on the number
of triangles (or edges). According to our description of the algorithm, one would
suspect that the runtime may also depend on the triangle/edge ratio. The results
in Table 2 explore this possibility; however, the numbers clearly show that the
dependence of the execution time on the triangle/edge ratio is negligible and
con rm our complexity estimate for the algorithm.
A standard parallelization of the deterministic construction algorithm would
be based on the observation that if the extensions of an existing PSAW did
not interfere with one another, then they could be done in parallel. Such an
approach is feasible in dealing with single meshes when no additional structural
information is available, or with families of meshes without any hierarchical
structure, although scalability would be a major concern.

3 Adaptive Triangular Grids
As is evident from the discussion in the previous section, a parallel algorithm for
constructing a PSAW is non-trivial, and the walk has to be completely rebuilt
after each mesh adaptation. However, PSAWs provide enough exibility to design

a local algorithm for hierarchical adaptive changes in an unstructured mesh. In
contrast to a general adaptation scheme that produces just another unstructured
mesh, a hierarchical strategy pays particular attention to the initial triangulation
and uses a set of simple coarsening and re nement rules:
 When a triangle is re ned, it is either subdivided into two (green) or four (red)
smaller triangles (Fig. 7).
 All triangles with exactly two bisected edges have their third edge also bisected;
thus, such triangles are red.
 A green triangle cannot be further subdivided; instead, the previous subdivision
is discarded and red subdivision is rst applied to the ancestor triangle (Fig. 8).
Such a policy also assures that, with repeated re nement, the quality of the
adapted mesh will not deteriorate drastically from that of the initial mesh. This
strategy is similar to that described in [1] for tetrahedral meshes.

Fig. 7. Green (left) and red
(right) re nement of a triangle

Fig. 8. Special policy for re ning a green triangle

Such a scheme exploits the structure of the adaptation hierarchy to simplify
the mesh labeling process. Our goal is to modify (or adapt) the labeling only in
regions where the mesh has been altered but not to rebuild the entire indexing.
This indexing idea has been extensively developed in [3]. It is a combination
of coarse and local schemes. The coarse scheme labels the objects of the initial
mesh so that the incidence relations can be easily derived from the labels. The
local scheme exploits the regularity and the niteness of the re nement rules to
produce names for the mesh objects at subsequent re nement levels. The coarse
and local schemes are combined by taking the union of the Cartesian products
of the coarse mesh objects with their corresponding local schemes. Ambiguities
are resolved by using a normal form of the index.
The key features of this scheme are:
 Each object is assigned a global name that is independent of any architectural
considerations or implementation choices.
 Combinatorial information is translated into simple arithmetic.
 It is well-behaved under adaptive re nement and no arti cial synchronization/serialization is introduced.
 It can be extended (with appropriate modi cations) to three dimensions [2].
Our basic strategy for such hierarchical adaptive meshes is to apply the
general algorithm only once to the initial mesh to construct a coarse PSAW,
and then to reuse the walk after each adaptation. This requirement leads us to
the concept of constrained proper self-avoiding walks (CPSAW) that exploits the
regularity of the re nement rules. In a way, a PSAW is global since it is related to
the initial coarse mesh, while a CPSAW is local since it is restricted to a triangle

of the coarse mesh. A PSAW leaves a trace or footprint on each coarse triangle
which is then translated into a boundary value problem for extending the walk
over the adapted mesh. In addition, the extensions for di erent coarse triangles
can be decoupled; thus, the construction process of a CPSAW is inherently
parallel. Formal mathematical de nitions of a constraint and the compatibility
of PSAWs with constraints are given in [5].
Figure 9 depicts an example of how a CPSAW is generated from an existing
PSAW when the underlying mesh is adapted. Figure 9(a) shows a portion of a
PSAW over four triangles of an initial coarse mesh. The entry and exit points are
respectively marked as and . These four triangles are then re ned as shown
in Fig. 9(b). The entry and exit constraints for each of the four original triangles
are shown in Fig. 9(c) (an exploded view is used for clarity). Figure 9(d) shows
the extension of the original PSAW to the higher level of re nement. Note that
it is a direct extension dictated by the constraints. This CPSAW can often be
improved by replacing certain jumps over vertices by jumps over edges when
adjacent triangles in the walk share an edge (Fig. 9(e)).
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Fig. 9. Extending a PSAW to a CPSAW over an adapted mesh
The regularity of the local picture allows us to prove the existence of CPSAWs; full details are given in [5]. Moreover, CPSAWs are also appropriate for
multigrid methods since they \know" the re nement level of the adapted mesh.
The process of generating a CPSAW from an initial PSAW after mesh adaptation is embarrassingly parallel, since each processor is responsible for only its
own chunk of the walk. However, load balancing is still an important issue that
must be addressed when the coarse mesh is locally adapted.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a theoretical basis for the study of self-avoiding
walks over two-dimensional adaptive unstructured grids. We described an algo-

rithm of complexity O(n log n) for the construction of proper self-avoiding walks
over arbitrary triangular meshes and reported results of a sequential implementation. We discussed parallelization issues and suggested a signi cant improvement for hierarchical adaptive unstructured grids. For this situation, we have
also proved the existence of constrained proper self-avoiding walks.
The algorithms presented allow a straightforward generalization to tetrahedral meshes; however, there is some exibility because of additional freedom in
three dimensions. The application of this methodology to partitioning and load
balancing holds a lot of promise and is currently being investigated. However,
modi cations to improve locality in the sense of a generalized frontal method
requires a more detailed study of the relationships between more specialized
constraints on walks and cache memory behavior.
Note that our basic algorithm can be improved in many ways. For instance,
we completely ignored additional information like nodal degrees. Also, given the
existence of PSAWs, an acceleration technique might be favorable. For example,
walks have a long tradition in the application of Monte Carlo methods to study
long-chain polymer molecules. An investigation of these alternate approaches is
beyond the scope of this paper but could be the focus of future work.
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